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Wilks provides first rate, quality 
softball bats, balls and sets tailored 
for both school and leisure use. Our 
softball sets have been designed with 

school's needs in mind and include teaching aids as well as 
the appropriate level of equipment.

Eastside offers a tough, durable 
boxing and fitness range to cater for 
all ranges of ability from school pupils 
just starting to box to the professional 

able to test equipment to extremes.

Aresson is The brand for rounders. 
Our strong reputation for quality, 
innovation and excellent customer 
service has resulted in Aresson being 
the sole brand of rounders equipment 
to be approved by Rounders England. 

From fun family garden games to serious league matches, 
Aresson can supply all your rounders equipment whether 
you are a school, business, club or individual.

Wilkinson Sport provide top quality sports equipment to our schools, leisure and league playing customers. 
Through Aresson, Eastside and Wilks, Wilkinson Sport have a wealth of experience in tailoring products to the 
needs of each customer. We provide carefully thought out products which provide excellent quality, great value 
for money and fantastic customer service. Whether you’re a school looking for a durable, versatile rounders 

set including a Rounders England coaching aid, or a newly formed softball club in search of a top quality softball set, or a fitness 
enthusiast needing strong, long lasting boxing equipment, we have all the sports equipment you need.
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All Aresson equipment offers well 
thought through, excellent quality 
sports equipment to schools and 
clubs. Aresson are well known as 
the brand for rounders and are the 
only brand approved by Rounders 
England for league and school 
rounders. Building on our excellent 
reputation for quality and 
innovation in rounders, Aresson 
now offer a cricket and a stoolball 
brand designed for entry 
level and intermediate 
players in both games.

...the only brand of rounders equipment approved by Rounders England
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The foam bat is an extremely safe, light 
bat for use with 3-7 year olds. Ideal for 
use with the Aresson All Play soft ball and 
for practising hitting balls off the Aresson 
Batting Tee.

This well-balanced bat has a spliced 
handle designed to reduce elbow shock. 
Ideal for use in primary and secondary 
schools. Blue non-slip herringbone 
rubber grip offering comfort and control.

A great all-round, durable rounders 
bat. Recommended as a training bat 
for use in schools and leagues. Green 
non-slip herringbone rubber grip for 
comfort and control.

A sturdy, light, plastic bat ideal for 
use with younger primary school 
children. It is ideal for use as part of a 
multi skills set.

Model: RD1067

Model: RD1025 Model: RD1024

Model: RD1032

Aresson Sponge Early Hitter

Aresson Mirage Aresson Image

Aresson Blaze
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Set yourself and your team apart with these colourful vision bats. Robust, colourful, eye-catching rounders bats for play in or out of 
school. Dynamic graphic design and non-slip herringbone rubber grip. Available in blue, orange or pink with colourful non-slip grips.

Aresson Vision X

Model: RD1065

Set yourself and your team apart with these colourful VISI   N     bats...

5ARESSON VISION X BAT 5
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A great bat for competitions due to the strong combination of 
the wooden core and the metal striking area. Narrower than an 
average rounders bat. This bat is ideal for the first team or keen 
school player. Non slip fish scale rubber grip.

The strongest and most powerful bat, the Aresson Dictator 
combines the spring and hitting power of a willow bat with the 
striking power and ping of an aluminium bat. Ideal for a big hitter 
first team or club player. Non slip fish scale rubber grip.

Model: RD1026

Model: RD1027

Aresson Autocrat Plus

Aresson Dictator

6 ARESSON ROUNDERS BATS
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Model: RD1069-SLE

The Aresson Pro Bat is crafted from aircraft grade aluminium and is balanced to create a light swing weight, whilst maintaining huge 
hitting power ensuring it is the most powerful bat in the game. The graphics create a whole new look for a player and the textured 
handle offers maximum grip and enhances the feel to ensure full batting speed. Supplied with a bespoke case which features a 
zipped pocket large enough for a ball or other similar sized item. Weight: 370 grams Length: 45.5cm.

Aresson Pro

...the most powerful bat in the game

7ARESSON PRO BAT 7
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Model: RD1029

Model: RD1066

An inclusive, training bat for all age groups. 
The Flatty bat is designed to support younger 
children and those new to the game. Carved 
from Indian willow with a spine and flat 
face similar to those of a cricket bat. 
46cm x 7.5cm   Rubber non-slip grip.

A basic wooden painted rounders bat 
for recreational rounders.

Model: RD1068

Aresson Flatty Aresson All Play

Designed for use in the Lancashire leagues, 
the bat comes in two weights: 320g (natural or 
pink) or 380g (natural or orange). Both weights 
offer a well balanced bat with a non slip rubber 
grip.

Aresson Lancashire

8 ARESSON ROUNDERS BATS
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Specifically designed for rounders, this 
ball is 20% heavier than the average tennis 
ball and is low bounce. It is ideal for both 
indoor rounders and practise sessions 
in schools and clubs. Available in pink or 
yellow.

Made from soft plastic with a hollow 
centre, these high visibility balls are low 
bounce and light weight making them 
ideal for early fielding and hitting practise. 
Ideal for indoor rounders and beginners 
outdoor training sessions. Available 
in pink and orange. Weight: 60 grams 
Circumference: 19cm

Model: RD1097

Model: RD1041

Aresson Felt Ball

Aresson All Play Soft Indoor

9ARESSON ROUNDERS BALLS 9
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A durable, hard practise ball with a 
synthetic cover and a cork and rubber 
core. Ideal for training juniors and seniors. 
Weight: 80 grams  Circumference: 
19.5cm

Aresson’s lightest, softest rounders ball 
available. With a soft, synthetic core and a 
robust leather outer, this ball is designed 
for training beginners making it ideal for 
children’s games and for indoor rounders 
games, particularly the pink Softy which 
is highly visible in indoor sports halls. 
Weight: 60 grams. Circumference: 19cm.

A synthetic covered rounders ball for 
recreational rounders.

Model: RD1020

Model: RD1021

Model: RD1064

Aresson Bullet

Aresson Softy

Aresson All Play Practise Hard

10 ARESSON ROUNDERS BALLS
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Designed for competitive match play at league, inter school and international level. A slightly smaller ball designed for high speed 
play with a cork centre and a leather outer. High visibility, fluorescent colours for low light conditions are also available in orange, 
pink and yellow.  Weight: 75 grams. Circumference: 18.5cm

Model: RD1063

Aresson Super Match

With a cork centre and a leather outer the Aresson Autocrat match ball is an excellent quality and versatile rounders ball suitable 
for training and match games. High visibility, orange, pink and yellow colours for training and low light conditions are also available. 
Weight: 80 grams. Circumference: 19.5cm

Model: RD1022

Aresson Autocrat

11ARESSON ROUNDERS BALLS 11
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A lightweight plastic bat paired with a tennis style ball together 
in a clear sleeve, this is an ideal set for introducing younger 
players to the game.

A great set for the young budding Rounders player. Includes an 
Aresson Foam Starter bat plus a hollow plastic All Play Soft 
ball. Comes in a clear carry case.

A painted finish bat clamped together with a ball, a superb value set for the recreational market.

Model: RD1131Model: RD1120

Model: RD1127

Aresson Rounders Blaze PackAresson Rounders Early Hitter Pack

Aresson Rounders All Play Clamp Set

12 ARESSON ROUNDERS BAT & BALL SETS
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Ideal for that weekend knock about in the garden or on the 
beach. The Image bat and Softy ball come in a clear plastic 
case with a carry strap. Also contains a copy of the abbreviated 
rules.

Ideal for a big hitter first team or club players. The strongest 
and most powerful bat, combining the spring and hitting 
power of a willow bat with the striking power and ping of an 
aluminium bat. A quality leather ball, rules sheet and clear 
carry case included.

A quality bat and ball pack for the rounders player who wants 
to have their own kit. The Mirage bat is a top quality Indian 
willow bat with a spliced wooden handle for extra hitting 
power. The Aresson Bullet ball is a durable, hard practise ball. 
Both come with some abbreviated rules of the game in a clear 
plastic case with a carry strap.

Ideal for the school team or league player. Contains a quality 
Autocrat Plus bat with metal striking area plus a quality 
Autocrat leather rounders ball. Also includes abbreviated 
rounders rules and a clear carry case.

Model: RD1085

Model: RD1130

Model: RD1106

Model: RD1108

Aresson Rounders Image Pack

Aresson Rounders Dictator Pack

Aresson Rounders Mirage Pack

Aresson Rounders Autocrat Pack
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Set of 4 Aresson plastic coated wooden rounders posts complete 
with safety pommel and 4 Aresson rounders bases, post length 
1.2m. Also available with a handy post & base bag.

Model: RD1118

Aresson Wooden Rounders Posts & Bases Set

Set of 4 Aresson plastic rounders posts complete with safety 
pommel and 4 Aresson rounders bases. Available in sets of 0.90m 
posts or 1.20m posts and in sets of 4 white or 4 mixed (2 x white, 1 
x pink and 1 x orange).

Model: RD1117

Aresson Plastic Rounders Posts & Bases Set

14 ARESSON ROUNDERS POSTS & BASES
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Excellent quality, ultra safe plastic post.
Height: 0.9m or 1.2m

Rounded safety cap 
for use with Aresson 
posts.

Durable rubber base 
for use with Aresson 
Rounders post.

Model: RD1071 Model: RD1090Model: RD1070

Aresson Plastic Rounders Post

Safety Pommel Rounders Base

Set of durable, throw down Indoor Rounders bases. Can also be 
used outside.

Model: RD1119

Aresson Rounders Indoor Base Mat Set

15ARESSON ROUNDERS POSTS & BASES 15
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Model: RD1100

The Up Rite Safe Tee prepares players for any pitch that comes 
their way, be it outside, inside or right down the middle. Using the 
Tee will help players greatly improve their body positioning and 
swing. The base is weighted, so when the Tee gets knocked over it 
will pop back up to a ready position. Adjustable height of 0.4m to 
0.66m, also available as a set of 4.

Model: SE3590

UP Rite Safe Tee

An excellent product for enabling batting and fielding practise 
with children and beginners. Adjustable height of 0.7m to 0.9m, 
rubber batting tee with retaining clip plus rubber base.

Batting Tee

16 ROUNDERS BATTING TEES
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A heavy duty large nylon bag, with a large shoulder strap 
suitable for carrying rounders equipment to and from the field 
of play.
Colour orange. Size: 130 L x 35 W x 25cm H.

Ideal for transporting and storing equipment.
Size 50 L x 18cm dia.

White plastic coated steel mesh. Holds up to 9 Rounders bats.
Size 18.5 x 18.5 x 38cm (7” x 7”x 15”).

Model: RD1077

Model: RD1122 Model: RD1034

Aresson Rounders Post & Base Bag

Aresson Duffel Bag Rounders Stick Basket

17ARESSON ROUNDERS STORAGE
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Model: RD1043

4 x sets of all equipment included so that 4 x games can take 
place simultaneously to ensure that a whole class is active. 
The batting tees enable batting practise and different bats and 
balls are included to enable differentiation for varying abilities. 
Suitable for 5-7 year olds and beginner players. 
Teaching ideas and games included. Contains:  4 x 
batting tees and bases, 4 x foam bats, 4 x flatty 
bats, 4 x All Play Soft balls, 4 x 9cm foam balls, 16 
x cones, 1 x Rounders England Small Rounders 
Games cards for ideas, and 1 x holdall.  

Model: RD1096

Designed to teach very early, simple, fun batting and fielding 
skills to 3-5 year olds. Two of everything included to allow 2 very 
simple games to take place simultaneously increasing levels of 
participation. Contains: Early Years Rounders Teaching Guide, 20 
x bean bags, 2 x foam bats, 2 x paddle bats, 2 x batting tees and 
bases, 4 x 9cm foam balls, 8 x cones, 1 x holdall.

Aresson Early Years Rounders Set

Aresson Primary Starter Rounders Set

18 ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Model: RD1044

The Junior set incorporates elements of a more adult rounders set as well as some training aids such as the Aresson 
Flatty bat, the Aresson Batting Tee, and 2 different types of balls for batting and fielding practise. Shorter, coloured 
posts to show 2nd and 4th posts are included. Contains: 3 x Image bats, 3 x Flatty bats, 2 x Softy balls, 2 x All Play Soft 
Balls, 4 x rubber bases, 4 x 0.9m plastic posts (2 x white, 1 x orange, 1 x pink), 1 x batting tee and base, 1 x Rounders 
England Smalls Games cards and 1 x Junior Rounders bag. Suitable for 7- 11 Year olds. 

Aresson Junior Rounders Set

Model: RD1091

A good all round set for practise games for more proficient Key Stage 2 players and Secondary school players. Contains: 4 x 1.2m 
posts with bases and safety caps, 4 x Aresson Image bats, 1 x Aresson Autocrat ball, 1 x Aresson Bullet ball, 1 x Aresson rounders bag. 
Rounders England Official Rules Booklet. 

Aresson Rounders Teambuilder Set

19ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Designed for training secondary school children and adults. It includes a coloured set of posts with an orange post to mark 
2nd post and a pink post to mark 4th post. Contents: 2 x Flatty bats, 2 x Image bats, 2 x bullet balls, 2 x Autocrat coloured 
balls, 1 x batting tee and base, 1 x coloured post and base set, 1 x Rounders England Small Games cards, 1 x Rounders England 
Rule Book and 1 x bag. Suitable for 11 years + and adult beginners.

Model: RD1045

Aresson Senior Training Rounders Set

Model: RD1092

One of our most popular rounders sets, this durable, traditional set is ideal for anyone wishing to have a more serious, organised 
game of rounders. 4 x 1.2m posts with bases and safety caps, 4 x Aresson Mirage bats, 2 x Aresson Autocrat balls, 1 x Aresson Bullet 
ball, 1 x Aresson Softy ball, 1 x Aresson rounders bag, 1 x Rounders England Official Rules Booklet. 

Aresson Classic Rounders Set

20 ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Model: RD1093

A top of the range inclusive set for schools and tournaments. Contents: 4 x 1.2m posts with bases and safety caps, 4 x Autocrat 
Plus bats, 2 x white Autocrat balls, 1 x pink Autocrat ball, 1 x orange Autocrat ball, 1 x Aresson Bullet ball, 1 x Aresson Softy ball, 2 x 
catching gloves (size to suit), 1 x Rounders England Official Rules booklet, 1 x Aresson rounders bag.

Aresson Club Rounders Set

21ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Model: RD1095

The Aresson senior indoor rounders set includes the flexibility of two different post options; either 4 x 1.2m wooden posts and 
rubber bases or an Aresson base mat set for standing on. Also contains 4 x Mirage bats, 4 x All Play soft balls ideal for indoor play, 1 
x Aresson rounders bag and 1 x Rounders England Indoor rules.

Aresson Senior Indoor Rounders Set

Model: RD1094

Designed to keep players engaged whatever the weather, the 
Junior Indoor set contains an Aresson base mat set instead of 
rounders posts for pupils to stand on and to enable speedy set 
up of your indoor pitch. Contains: 1 x Aresson base mat set, 2 x 
Aresson Image bats, 2 x Aresson All Play Soft balls, 1 x Aresson 
holdall and an abbreviated rules leaflet. 

Aresson Junior Indoor Rounders Set

22 ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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A premium rounders set for more competitive games at home or in the park. Contents: 4 x rounders stumps, 1 x Vision bat, 1 x 
Autocrat orange ball, 1 x Aresson Softy ball, 1 x carry case, 1 x Basic rounders rules and 1 x mallet.

Model: RD1089

Aresson Active Rounders Set

23ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Our popular traditional rounders set is ideal for family games in 
the garden or in the park. Contents: 1 x Aresson Bullet Rounders 
Ball, 4 x rounders stumps, 1 x Aresson Image bat, 1 x Aresson Bullet 
ball, 1 x zip up carry bag, 1 x abbreviated rounders rules leaflet. 

Model: RD1087

Aresson Traditional Garden Rounders Set

This versatile set includes 2 games for the price of 1. It includes 
everything you need to play Rounders or Cricket on the beach and 
comes in a handy bag with a shoulder strap. The carry bag 
contains: 1 x Aresson Blaze Bat, 1 x Aresson Soft Ball, 1 
x size 3 moulded cricket bat, 4 x rounders stumps, 1 x 
abbreviated rounders rules leaftlet.

Model: RD1086

Aresson Beach Rounders Set

24 ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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Model: RD1121

Fits easily into the car boot for 
recreational games. The Midi 
Rounders set consists of 2 x 
Aresson Image bats, 1 x Softy 
ball, 1 x Autocrat Match ball, 
4 x Rounders Posts (height 
0.9m) with 4 x Rubber Bases, 
an abbreviated Rounders rules 
leaflet and a bag.

Aresson Rounders Midi Set

An ideal set for children playing games in the garden or the park. Suitable for age 4 years - 11 
years. Contents: 4 x plastic stumps and bases (can be filled with sand to increase stability), 1 x 
Aresson Blaze bat, 1 x Aresson All Play Soft Ball, 1 x Basic rounders rules.

Model: RD1088

Aresson Mini Rounders Set

25ARESSON ROUNDERS EQUIPMENT SETS
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A good quality bat, manufactured from 
genuine Kashmir willow with a clear 
natural finish. Available in various sizes.

Model: CK5080

Aresson Mirage Cricket Bat

A good quality bat, manufactured from 
genuine willow with a clear natural finish. 
Available in various sizes. 

Model: CK5070

Aresson Image Cricket Bat

A soft PVC cricket ball, suitable for 
coaching, available in two sizes; 
junior and senior and as a bag of 24 
balls.

A good quality leather cricket ball, 
available in both 4.75oz and 5.5oz.

A superior quality leather cricket 
ball, available in both 4.75oz and 
5.5oz.

Model: CK5110 Model: CK5100 Model: CK5090

Aresson All Play Ball Aresson Shield Ball Aresson Super County Ball
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Junior Cricket Training is easy with this great set. Set includes 2 
Plastic Bats, 6 Stumps, 2 Bases, 2 Batting Tees, 2 Balls packed 
in a nylon kit bag with shoulder strap.

Model: CK4940

Cub Cricket Training Set

Starting a family game of cricket at home is easy with the Cub 
Cricket Doubles set. Set includes 2 plastic bats, 2 stump bases, 
6 stumps, 2 sets of bails and 2 balls in a display carry bag.

Model: CK4950

Cub Cricket Double Set

28 CRICKET SETS
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An excellent present for a keen young cricketer. This set 
contains leg pads, a box, wickets and a bail, a Ranson cricket 
bat, batting gloves and a rubber cricket ball, in which all can 
then be transported easily with its own kit bag. Set available 
in size 4 or 6.

A great starter cricket set. This set contains one bat, 4 stumps, 
1 bail, 1 ball, all packed in a handy carry bag. Set available in 
size 3 or 5, size 3: suitable for 6-9 year olds, size 5: suitable for 
10-12 year olds.

Model: CK5030

Model: CK5040

Junior Batsman Set

Promo Cricket Set

29CRICKET SETS
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GET INVOLVED...
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Rubberised cork centre with a leather outer covering. Dia. 5.7cm, weight approx. 70g. Available in Orange, Pink and Yellow.

Model: SB1030

Aresson Stoolball Ball

An excellent quality Aresson Stoolball Bat, manufactured from hardwood with a chevron rubber grip.
Handle length 15cm, weight 320g
Handle length 18cm, weight 410g
Handle length 23cm, weight 500g

Model: SB1020

Aresson Stoolball Bat
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Eastside offers a tough, durable boxing and 
fitness range to cater for all ranges of ability 
from school pupils just starting to box to 
the professional able to test equipment 
to extremes.  Used in gyms across the 
country and tested by pro boxers, 
Eastside Boxing provides excellent 
quality equipment which is designed 
to last.

...quality equipment, designed to last
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Manufactured from synthetic PU leather making them extremely hard wearing with extra thick padding around the wrist area for 
ultimate protection. Hand inserts give additional comfort to the user. One size fits all.

Eastside’s top selling basic pads made with 
a strong foam padded body, a PU and suede 
cover and hand inserts for extra comfort. One 
size fits all.

A traditional pair of hard wearing leather pads 
that have extra wrist padding and leather 
hand inserts for extra comfort. One size fits all.

Model: BX2100

Model: BX2120 Model: BX2110

Pro Curved Hook & Jab Pads

Active Straight Hook & Jab Pads High Performance Straight Hook & Jab Pads
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Manufactured from weaved cotton tape with hook and loop 
fastenings. Length 3m, width 5cm.

A durable PU sparring glove with buff leather cover, ideal 
for any beginner with pre-moulded foam inserts to provide 
superior comfor and fit. Elastic velcro wrist fastening. Available 
in sizes 8, 10, 12 and 14.

An excellent value sparring glove made from a durable PU 
material with elasticated hook and loop straps. Suitable for 
both boxing and MMA. Available in small, medium and large 
sizes.

Leather bag mitts with thick foam padding and fitted with a 
quality elasticated cuff. Available in small, medium and large 
sizes.

Model: BX2320

Model: BX2060Model: BX1830

Model: BX2070

Hand Wraps

Active Training GlovePro Punching Curved Mitts

Pro Performance Bag Mitts
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An extremely hard wearing buff leather sparring glove that is designed to withstand endless heavy use. With a wrap around 
velcro wrist fastening and pre-moulded foam inserts to provide superior comfort and grip.

Buff leather cover, foam padded boxing training/aerobic glove. 
Hook and loop tab closure.

Ideal for demonstrating both punching and pad holding 
techniques, these gloves integrate a focus pad into a training 
glove. Complete with leather velcro straps making them secure 
but quick to remove. One size fits all.

Model: BX2050

Model: BX2330 Model: BX2090

Pro Sparring Glove

Pro Aerobic Glove Pro Trainer Glove
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An individual set: 1 x Pro Sparring Glove, 1 x Pro curved Hook and Jab pad, 1 x weighted leather skipping rope, 1 x Gym Kit Bag.

An individual set: 1 x Pro Performance Bag mitt, 1 x Active 
Straight Hook and Jab Pad, 1 x PVC Skipping rope, 1 x Drawstring 
kit bag.

An individual set: 1 x Active Plus Training Glove, 1 x High 
Performance Hook and Jab Pad, 1 x Leather skipping rope, 1 x 
Drawstring kit bag.

Model: BX2280

Model: BX2250 Model: BX2260

Pro Combo Set

Performance Combo Set Active Combo Set
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8 x Active Plus Training Gloves, 8 x Active Straight Hook and Jab Pads, 1 x huge kit bag.

Ideal for circuits session in a gym/leisure centre or personal 
training sessions. Includes: 1 x 2kg Medicine Ball, 1 x 5kg 
Medicine Ball, 2 x PVC Skipping Ropes, 2 x Active Plus Training 
Gloves, 2 x High Performance Hook and Jab Pads 1 x Large Kit 
Bag.

Ideal for circuits and personal training sessions. Contains: 6 
x Active Plus training gloves, 6 x Active straight hook and jab 
pads, 1 x Pro Trainer glove, 6 x PVC skipping ropes, 1 x huge kit 
bag.

Model: BX2170

Model: BX2240 Model: BX2220

Active Group Set

Circuits Set Box Fit Set
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6 x Pro sparring gloves, 6 x pro curved hook and jab pads, 6 x weighted leather skipping ropes, 1 x huge kit bag.

8 x Pro Performance Mitts, 8 x Active Straight Hook and Jab 
Pads, 1 x huge kit bag.

6 x Pro performance bag mitts, 6 x Active Straight Hook and Jab 
pads, 6 x PVC skipping ropes and 1 x huge kit bag.

Model: BX2210

Model: BX2160 Model: BX2190

Pro Plus Group Set

Performance Group Set Pro Group Set
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Eastside PVC Skipping Rope, with 
pencil handles, colour black. 
Length 2.7m.

Eastside Drawstring Nylon Bag. 
Size: 55 L x 45cm H.

Eastside Weighted Leather Skipping 
Rope with soft grip handles. Length 
2.7m.

Eastside Large Nylon Kit Bag. Size: 
92 L x 44 W x 34cm H.

Eastside Leather Medicine Ball. 
Weight 2kg or 5kg.

Excellent quality gym bag with side 
pockets and shoulder strap.

Model: BX2180

Model: BX2140

Model: BX2270

Model: BX2150

Model: BX2230

Model: BX2130

Black PVC Skipping Rope

Small Set Bag

Leather Skipping Rope

Large Nylon Kit Bag

Medicine Ball

Eastside Gym Bag
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Wilks Softball provides first rate, quality 
softball bats, balls and sets tailored for 
both school and recreational use. Our 
softball sets have been designed with 
school's needs in mind and include 
teaching aids as well as the appropriate 
level of equipment. As softball grows 
in popularity in schools across the 
country, Wilks softball is the brand of 
choice for schools softball.

...first rate, quality, softball equipment
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A superbly balanced, quality PX99 alloy bat for the more serious Softball player. Comes with a high quality leather grip and pummel. 
85cm long.

Strong hardwood softball bat for school and 
leisure use. Non slip rubber grip.
Maxi size: 86cm long, 6cm barrell,
 approx 0.74kg.
Mini size: 75cm long, 5cm barrell,
 approx 0.57kg.

Top quality English Ash bat. Non slip rubber 
grip.
Maxi size: 86cm long, 6cm barrel,
 approx 0.70kg.
Mini size: 75cm long, 5cm barrel,
 approx 0.57kg.

Model: BS2470

Model: BS2460 Model: BS2450

Wilks Dominator

Wilks Big Hitter Wilks Home Runner
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Durable hard practise ball with PU cover and hard PU core. 
29cm circumference.

Top quality leather covered match ball with cork core. 29cm 
circumference.

Top quality leather covered soft ball with soft PU core. Tough 
practise ball. 29cm circumference.

Match quality ball with tough PU cover and cork core. 29cm 
circumference.

Model: BS2480

Model: BS2500Model: BS2510

Model: BS2490

Wilks Hurricane

Wilks Force MatchWilks Force Soft

Wilks Storm
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Tough PU catching/fielders glove. 
Ideal for school and leisure use. 12in. 
Available in Left and Right handed 
options.

Model: BS1520

Wilks PU 12” Catching Glove

Tough PU catching/fielders glove. 
Ideal for school and leisure use. 10in. 
Available in Left and Right handed 
options.

Model: BS1450

Wilks PU 10” Catching Glove
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A great set for an informal game of softball at home or in the park. Contains: 1 x 
Big Hitter Maxi bat, 2 x Hurricane Balls, 2 x 12 inch Left Hand Catching gloves, 1 x 
Base Mat Set, 1 x Duffle bag with handy, padded shoulder strap.

Junior set includes Big Hitter Mini bat, Force softball and 10 inch catching glove in 
clear plastic case. Senior set includes Big Hitter Maxi bat, Storm softball and 12 
inch catching glove in clear plastic case. For leisure use.

Model: BS2610

Model: BS2570

Wilks Active Softball Set

Wilks Compact Softball Set
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The complete package for softball practice and games.

Model: BS2410

Wilks Softball Teambuilder Sets

The Junior version contains 2 x Big Hitter Mini Bats, 2 x Force 
Softballs, 2 x Hurricane Softballs, 10 x 10” Catching Gloves (8 
left handed for a right handed player and 2 right handed for a 
left handed player), a Set of Rubber Base Mats, a Softball Rules 
Book and a holdall.

The Senior version contains 2 x Big Hitter Maxi Bats, 2 x 
Hurricane Softballs, 1 x Storm Softballs, 1 x Force match 
Softballs, 10 x 12” Catching Gloves (8 left handed for a right 
handed player and 2 right handed for a left handed player), a 
Set of Rubber Base Mats, a Softball Rules Book and a holdall.

The Senior Pro version contains 4 x Big Hitter bats, 10 x 12inch gloves (8LH, 2RH), 2 x Force Match leather balls, 1 x Hurricane ball, 
1 x Force Soft ball, 1 set of rubber bases, 1 Kit bag and a Softball rules book.
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Large volume bag with 
double shoulder straps 
and document wallet.

Huge volume zip up bag designed to hold a full set of kit.

Model: BS2540 Model: BS2550

Wilks Duffle Bag Wilks Softball Bag

Tough wire frame providing 
excellent visibility and well 
padded with straps to provide best 
protection.

Set of 3 safe slide rubber padded 
bases with ground pins. 38cm x 
38cm x 5cm.

Set of sturdy throw down rubber 
bases. Includes 1 x pitchers plate, 1 
x home plate and 3 x bases.

Model: BS2560 Model: BS2520 Model: BS1240

Wilks Face Mask Padded Base Set Throw Down Base Set
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...The brand of choice for recreational Softball
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DEFINITIONS
1.1 The following definitions apply throughout these terms:-

1.1.1 Approved Credit Account Facility means Bishop Sports & Leisure Ltd. 
trading as Wilkinson Sports & Leisure’s account facility set up for certain 
customers upon request and by approval

1.1.2 Business Days means Monday to Friday inclusive but excluding bank 
holidays

THE CONTRACT BETWEEN US
2.1 Once we, Bishop Sports & Leisure Ltd trading as Wilkinson Sports & Leisure 
(WSL), receive your order our acceptance of your order brings into existence a 
legally binding contract between us on the terms set out below.

PRICE
3.1 The price payable for goods that you order are as set out in our website/cat-
alogue but we reserve the right to charge the price up until the date of dispatch 
according to market conditions at the time.

3.2 All prices quoted on our website/catalogue exclude Value Added Tax (“VAT”) 
which will be levied at the prevailing rate at the time of invoice, packing and de-
livery.

3.3 Carriage is charged at cost with a minimum value of £4.95 plus VAT.

3.4 For delivery to northern Scotland (postcode areas AB, IV, KW, PA and PH) and 
the Channel Islands, Northern Ireland, Isle of Man and other offshore areas pack-
ing and delivery charges are at cost.  Please ask for a quotation when placing the 
order.

3.5 Owing to the disproportionate cost of dealing with small orders WSL reserves 
the right to make a small order surcharge of £5.00 for orders under £50 net value.

PAYMENT
4.1 We must receive payment of the whole of the price for the goods that you 
order at the time you place an order unless an Approved Credit Account Facility 
has been agreed and arranged by us.

4.2 Where an Approved Credit Account Facility has been agreed and arranged by 
us:-

4.2.1 Payment of invoices for goods properly supplied, whether complete or 
part orders, is due 30 days following the date of invoice (‘the Due Date’).  The 
time of payment shall be of the essence;

4.2.2 If payment is not received by the Due Date we reserve the right to:-

4.2.2.1 Charge interest at the rate of 2% per month compounded monthly;

4.2.2.2 Charge our reasonable costs incurred in seeking to recover any 
arrears (“recovery costs’)

4.2.2.3 Suspend further supplies of goods and take any other action as 
appropriate to recover the debt and any interest accrued and/or recovery 
costs

4.2.2.4 Nullify and therefore withdraw any discounts which may have been 
allowed for when the Customer’s order was accepted since such discounts 
are given only on the basis that payment will be made on time.

RIGHT FOR YOU TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT
5.1 If you are placing an order as an individual then:-

5.1.1 You may cancel your contract with us for the goods you order at any 
time up to the end of the seventh Business Day from the date you receive 
the ordered goods. You do not need to give us any reason for cancelling your 
contract nor will you have to pay any penalty save that;

5.1.2 You cannot cancel your contract, however, if the goods you have ordered 
are of a special design, size and/or material;

5.1.3 To cancel your contract you must notify us in writing.

5.1.4 If you have received the goods before you cancel your contract then 
unless you do not have a right to cancel as set out under clause 5.1.2 you must 
send the goods back to our contact address at your own cost and risk. If you 
cancel your contract but we have already processed the goods for delivery you 
must not unpack the goods when they are received by you and you must send 
the goods back to us at our contact address at your own cost and risk as soon 
as possible.

5.1.5 Once you have notified us that you are cancelling your contract, any sum 

paid to us will be re-credited to you as soon as possible and in any event within 
30 days of your order PROVIDED THAT the goods in question are returned by 
you and received by us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. 
If you do not return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of 
delivery, we shall be entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods 
from the amount to be re-credited to you.

5.2 If you are making a purchase as an organisation:-

5.2.1 No order which has been accepted by us may be cancelled by you except 
with our express agreement and on such terms as we may require;

5.2.2 If WSL agree to cancel the order the Customer will pay to WSL liquidated 
damages of 25% of the net value of all of the cancelled elements of the order 
and the Customer agrees that this is a genuine pre-estimate of the loss which 
WSL will incur as a result of cancellation.

CANCELLATION BY US
6.1 We reserve the right to cancel the contract between us if:

6.1.1 We have insufficient stock to deliver the goods you have ordered;

6.1.2 We do not deliver to your area; or

6.1.3 One or more of the goods you ordered was listed at an incorrect price due 
to a typographical error or an error in the pricing information received by us 
from our suppliers.

6.2 If we do cancel your contract we will notify you and will re-credit to you any 
sum paid to us under the contract as soon as possible but in any event within 30 
days of your order. We will not be obliged to offer any additional compensation 
for disappointment suffered.

DELIVERY OF GOODS TO YOU
7.1 We will organise the delivery of the goods ordered by you to the address you 
give us for delivery at the time you make your order.  Our warehouse holds many 
items in stock but some goods are sent to you direct by the manufacturers and 
as such your order may be delivered by more than one delivery.

7.2 If premises are likely to be unmanned, you should include instructions on the 
order to ensure that an authorised signatory will be available when delivery is 
made.  Abortive deliveries may be subject to a charge being made if appropriate 
instructions are not included with the order.

7.3 Any time or date given by us for delivery is given as an estimate only and 
shall not be a binding contractual obligation. We will endeavour to meet delivery 
requirements but are not liable for any direct or consequential loss or damage 
arising from any delayed or advanced delivery.

7.4 Risk in the goods you have ordered will pass to you upon delivery and we will 
not be liable for their loss or destruction. You will become the owner of the goods 
once we receive payment in full and the goods have been delivered to you.

7.5 All measurements and weights given in product specifications or literature 
are reasonable approximations of actual sizes and weights.  Equivalent Imperial 
measurements are shown only as a guide.

7.6 We reserve the right to:-

7.6.1 Change product specifications

7.6.2 Supply substitute items of an equal or superior standard in respect of 
unavailable products or discontinued lines. Save that should you choose not 
to accept the substitute goods then the goods in question are returned by you 
and received by us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. If you 
do not return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of delivery, we 
shall be entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the 
amount to be re-credited to you.

LIABILITY
8.1 If the goods we deliver are not what you ordered or are damaged or defective 
or the delivery is of an incorrect quantity, we shall have no liability to you unless 
you notify us in writing at our contact address of the problem within 10 Business 
Days of the delivery of the goods in question if you are purchasing the goods as 
an individual and within 3 Business Days confirmed in writing within 7 Business 
Days if you are a business or organisation. We reserve the right to request an 
image to illustrate any damage or defect. If you notify a problem to us under this 
condition, our only obligation will be, at your option:

8.1.1 To make good any shortage or non-delivery;

8.1.2 To replace or repair any goods that are damaged or defective; or

8.1.3 To refund to you the amount paid by you for the goods in question in 
whatever way we choose.

8.2 Save as precluded by law, we will not be liable to you for any indirect or con-
sequential loss, damage or expenses (including loss of profits, business or good-
will) howsoever arising out of any problem you notify to us under this condition 
and we shall have no liability to pay any money to you by way of compensation 
other than to refund to you the amount paid by you for the goods in question 
under clause 8.1.3 above.  In any event, our total liability to you in the event of any 
breach will be limited to the value of the goods purchased.

8.3 You must observe and comply with all applicable regulations and legislation, 
including obtaining all necessary customs, import or other permits to purchase 
goods from our site. The importation or exportation of certain of our goods to 
you may be prohibited by certain national laws. We make no representation and 
accept no liability in respect of the export or import of the goods you purchase.

8.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in these terms and conditions is in-
tended to limit any rights you might have as a consumer under applicable local 
law or other statutory rights that may not be excluded nor in any way to exclude 
or limit our liability to you for any death or personal injury resulting from our 
negligence.

8.5 Except where you are a Consumer as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms 
Act 1977 all other warranties, conditions, or terms relating to fitness for purpose, 
merchantability or condition of the goods, whether implied by Statute, common 
law, or otherwise, are excluded and you are satisfied as to the suitability of the 
goods for your purpose.

8.6 We shall not be liable for any defects in the goods which arise from any 
drawing, specification or design supplied by you.

NOTICES
Unless otherwise expressly stated in these terms and conditions, all notices from 
you to us must be in writing and sent to our contact address at Bishop House, 
East Burnham Park, Crown Lane, Farnham Royal, Slough, Berkshire, SL2 3SF and 
all notices from us to you will be displayed on our website/catalogue from to 
time.

EVENTS BEYOND OUR CONTROL
We shall have no liability to you for any failure to deliver goods you have ordered 
or any delay in doing so or for any damage or defect to goods delivered that is 
caused by any event or circumstance beyond our reasonable control including, 
without limitation, strikes, lock-outs and other industrial disputes, breakdown 
of systems or network access, flood, fire, explosion or accident.

INVALIDITY
If any part of these terms and conditions is unenforceable (including any provi-
sion in which we exclude our liability to you) the enforceability of any other part 
of these conditions will not be affected.

PRIVACY
You acknowledge and agree to be bound by the terms of our privacy policy.

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Except for our affiliates, directors, employees or representatives, a person who is 
not a party to this agreement has no right under the UK Contracts (Rights of Third 
Parties) Act 1999 to enforce any term of this agreement but this does not affect 
any right or remedy of a third party that exists or is available apart from that Act.

GOVERNING LAW
The contract between us shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 
English law and the English courts shall have jurisdiction to resolve any disputes 
between us.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
These terms and conditions, together with our current website/catalogue pric-
es, delivery details, contact details and privacy policy, set out the whole of our 
agreement relating to the supply of the goods to you by us. Nothing said by any 
sales person on our behalf should be understood as a variation of these terms 
and conditions or as an authorised representation about the nature or quality of 
any goods offered for sale by us. Save for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation, 
we shall have no liability for any such representation being untrue or misleading.

CONSUMER CONTRACTS REGULATIONS (“CCR”)
Although our customers are mostly business customers, we do accept orders 
from the general public.  For private individuals only (“customers”) the terms of 
the CCR apply to all orders. Where there is a direct conflict between these Terms 
and Conditions of Sale and provisions of the CCR then the CCR provisions shall 
prevail. 
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Wilks...

...first rate, quality softball bats, 
balls and sets tailored for both 
school and recreational use. All 
softball sets have been designed 
with school’s needs in mind and 
include teaching aids as well as the 
appropriate level of equipment.

As softball grows in popularity in 
schools across the country, Wilks 
softball is the brand of choice for 
school softball.

Aresson...

...a brand with a strong reputation 
for quality, innovation and 
excellent customer service has 
resulted in Aresson being the sole 
brand of rounders equipment to be 
approved by Rounders England.

Aresson have now developed a 
quality range of cricket products 
and are working on more to 
compliment the Aresson brand, so 
whether you are a school, business, 
club or individual looking for sports 
equipment then you can trust on 
the Aresson brand.

Eastside...

...a tough, durable boxing and 
fitness range to cater for all ranges 
of ability from school pupils just 
starting to box to the professional 
able to test equipment to extremes. 

Used in gyms across the country 
and tested by pro boxers, Eastside 
Boxing provides excellent quality 
equipment which is designed to 
last.

sales@wilkinsonsport.co.uk  |  01753 64 72 00  |  wilkinsonsport.co.uk


